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SUMMARY

Brains vary greatly in neuronal number and density, even across individuals within the same species, yet it remains unclear whether such variation leads to differences in brain function or behavior. By imaging cortical activity of a mouse model in which neuronal production is moderately enhanced in utero, we find that animals with more cortical neurons also develop enhanced functional correlations and more distinct neuronal ensembles in primary visual cortex. These mice also have sharper orientation discrimination in their visual behavior. These results unveil a correlation between neuronal ensembles and behavior and suggest that neuronal number is linked to functional modularity and perceptual discrimination of visual cortex. By experimentally linking differences in neuronal number and behavior, our findings could help explain how evolutionary and developmental variability of individual and species brain size may lead to perceptual and cognitive differences.

INTRODUCTION

What make human brains special? Could their larger size account for more advanced cognitive abilities? In both mammalian and avian brains, larger neuronal density and number are correlated with increased perception and mental abilities (Herculano-Houzel et al., 2014; Olkowicz et al., 2016; Roth and Dicke, 2005). Moreover, variations in neuronal density not only occur across cortical areas in the same species (Collins et al., 2010) but also within the same cortical region among individuals (Herculano-Houzel, 2009). The intraspecific variability in neuronal number probably influences the structural and functional basis of neural circuits, leading to differences in brain function and behavior (Mueller et al., 2013; Song et al., 2013; Vogel and Machizawa, 2004; Ward et al., 1998). Despite this, few studies have tested experimentally how the number of neurons or neuronal density influence brain function and behavior. Moreover, a causal link between neuronal number and brain function at the neural circuit level has not been directly explored. To test this, an ideal experiment would be to manipulate neuronal number and subsequently quantify the properties of neural circuits of simple brain functions, preferably those related to innate behaviors, to avoid confounding factors such as environmental influences or learning.

The manipulation of neuronal number can be achieved by regulating intrinsic and extrinsic factors that alter neuron production or cell death (Williams and Herrup, 1988). But to interpret these manipulations, it is critical to minimize the influence of genetic background, experience, and environment. To this end, we investigated a mouse model in which the neurogenesis rate of excitatory neurons can be pharmacologically modulated (Fang et al., 2014) through in utero injection of the chemical compound XAV939 (XAV) into the lateral ventricle of the developing cortex at embryonic day (E) 14.5. XAV939 penetrates the neural progenitor cells and prevents Axin degradation, and this transiently accelerates the proliferation of neural progenitors and moderately increases the production of pyramidal neurons in neocortical layer 2/3 (Fang et al., 2013, 2014). In addition, these mice exhibit abnormal dendritic arborization, synaptic connections, and cortical activity, as well as atypical behaviors (Fang et al., 2014), suggesting that altered neural circuitry and function could arise from neuronal overproduction.

Because the orientation preference of neurons in the primary visual cortex (V1) emerges mostly independently of visual experience (Hubel and Wiesel, 1959; White and Fitzpatrick, 2007), we chose orientation discrimination in V1 as an assay to study how prenatal variation in brain development regulates neural circuit function and behavior. To quantify cortical function at the circuit level, we measured the activity of neuronal populations in V1 with two-photon calcium imaging (Stosiek et al., 2003; Yuste, 2015). Because neuronal ensembles likely arise from recurrent neuronal connectivity (Sanchez-Vives and McCormick, 2000), changes in neuronal connectivity due to
neuronal overproduction (Fang et al., 2014) may affect the organization and function of neuronal ensembles.

Here, we investigated how neuronal production regulated neuronal ensembles and orientation discrimination in V1 using the XAV939-injection mouse model. We generated mice with higher densities of layer 2/3 neurons and performed two-photon in vivo calcium imaging to measure their spontaneous and visually evoked activity. We find that XAV939-injected animals develop stronger functional correlations among neurons and generate more functionally clustered neuronal ensembles. Moreover, we find that XAV939-treated mice have sharper orientation discrimination. Our work thus demonstrates that neuronal production level can shape the functional modularity of the neocortex and regulate perceptual discrimination of animals. This study also uncovers a correlation between number of neuronal ensembles and perceptual discrimination, strengthening the case for their functional role in cortical function.

RESULTS

Neuronal Overproduction Induced by XAV939 Injections Strengthens Neuronal Pairwise Correlations

In our previous work using post-mortem fixed tissue, we showed that in utero injection of XAV939 into the lateral ventricle of developing cortex at E14.5 generated mice with additional neurons in cortical layer 2/3, without altering neuron size (Fang et al., 2014). Now, we replicated these findings in living mice to perform functional studies in vivo. Layer 2/3 neurons in V1 of adult mice were bulk loaded with a synthetic calcium indicator Oregon Green Bapta-1 acetoxymethyl (AM) (OGB1) (Figures 1A and 1B; Movie S1), which ubiquitously labels neurons (Stosiek et al., 2003). Larger numbers of OGB1-positive neurons were found in the visual cortex of XAV939-treated animals (186 ± 11 cells within 250 × 250 µm² regions; mean ± SEM; n = 6 mice) than in that of control animals (154 ± 9 within 250 × 250 µm² regions; mean ± SEM; n = 7 mice) (p = 0.0415; Student’s t test) (Figure 1C), confirming that in utero XAV939 injection leads to neuronal overproduction (Fang et al., 2014).

Because neuronal overproduction altered synaptic connections in post-mortem fixed cortical tissues (Fang et al., 2014), we first tested whether it also affected functional selectivity and connectivity of neurons. To image the activity of neuronal populations for longer periods, neurons were labeled with the genetically encoded calcium indicator GCaMP6s under the neuron-specific human synapsin promoter (Figures 1A and 1D; Movie S2) (Chen et al., 2013). With two-photon in vivo calcium imaging of GCaMP6s-active neurons in layer 2/3 of V1 of adult XAV939-treated and control animals (postnatal day [P] 60–65), we measured the spontaneous activity in the dark and the visually evoked responses to oriented drifting gratings. From the time course of GCaMP6s fluorescent ΔF/F signals (Figure 1E), we inferred calcium spiking events (Figure 1F) using constrained non-negative deconvolution algorithms (Pnevmatikakis et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2016) and reconstructed the spatiotemporal spiking activity of the local neural network (Figure 1G). The activity of the whole neuronal population, revealed by the sum of all spiking events, was similar in control and XAV939 brains (spontaneous activity, n = 12 control [CON] and n = 10 XAV939 mice; evoked activity, n = 7 control and n = 7 XAV939 mice) (Figure 1H). Moreover, XAV939 treatment did not substantially alter the functional properties of individual neurons, e.g., orientation or direction selectivity (n = 7 control and n = 7 XAV939 mice) (Figures 1I and S1A–S1C), orientation preference (Figures S1D and S1E), and the intermixed distribution of orientation-selective neurons (Figures S1F and S1G). Nonetheless, although pairwise correlations of individual neurons were weak overall, because most pairwise correlation coefficients (control, 62.9 ± 3.1%; XAV939, 54.9 ± 3.8%; mean ± SEM) were smaller than 0.01, neuronal correlations were stronger in XAV939 brains during both spontaneous and evoked activities (Figure 1J), implying that animals with increased neurons also have stronger local connectivity (Schneidman et al., 2006).

XAV939 Treatment Enhances Neuronal Group Coactivation in Spontaneous and Visually Evoked Activity

Alteration of functional correlations among neurons may influence their population coding and computation (Averbeck et al., 2006). We therefore investigated whether the joint activity of groups of neurons was affected in XAV939 mice. Coactive neurons were defined as those with spiking events in the same frame (250 ms/frame) (Figure 1G); thus, a binary vector was able to denote the coactivity of a group of neurons in each frame (Figure 2A) (Carrillo-Reid et al., 2016). In line with previous studies (Miller et al., 2014), most spiking events (61.7% ± 2.6%; mean ± SEM) occurred in a small proportion of frames (14.6% ± 0.7%; mean ± SEM), which exhibited statistically significant numbers of active neurons (Figures 2B, S2A, and S2B), previously defined as high-activity frames (Miller et al., 2014). Although XAV939 treatment did not substantially affect the number (Figure 2C) and neuronal coactivity level (Figure 2D) of high-activity frames, it elevated the correlation between pairs of high-activity frames, as shown by a higher cosine similarity (Figure 2E). Because most pairwise correlations (81.5% ± 0.7%; mean ± SEM) were weak (cosine similarity < 0.01), we focused on the statistically significantly correlated pairs (Figures 2F, S2C, and S2D) and measured their mutual correlation patterns (Figure 2G), which reflected the functional clustering of neuronal groups (Miller et al., 2014). High-activity frames in XAV939 brains were more mutually correlated, as shown by larger fraction of high-activity frames participating in the mutual correlation patterns (Figure 2H). Thus, coactivation of similar groups of neurons occurs more frequently in XAV939 brains.

XAV939 Treatment Increases the Number of Neuronal Ensembles in Spontaneous and Visually Evoked Activity

To further elucidate the functional clustering of neuronal groups, we investigated neuronal ensembles, which have been postulated to be basic circuit building blocks of the cortex and hippocampus (Harris et al., 2003; Feldt Muldoon et al., 2013; Yuste, 2015). Although ensembles can be mapped at various spatiotemporal precisions and named differently (e.g., assemblies, oscillations, reverberations, synfire chains, flashes, attractors, avalanches, groups, clicks, bumps), one of their most fundamental properties is the concurrent and recurrent firing of groups of neurons, forming an emergent functional unit. We
therefore searched for sets of neurons that were repeatedly coactive in multiple mutually correlated high-activity frames (Figure 3A), previously defined as core ensembles (MacLean et al., 2005; Miller et al., 2014). In comparison to independent surrogate datasets, in which active neurons in each high-activity frame were permuted while the total number of spiking events of each neuron was preserved, we established that a repetition of 2 neurons in 2 frames was an adequate threshold for statistical significance (Figures 3B and 3C). Therefore, core ensembles (short as ensembles) in this study were defined as sets of common neurons (≥3 neurons) that repeatedly (≥3 high-activity frames) coactivated within a fixed time window (a frame, 250 ms). Based on these criteria, we identified spontaneous and visually evoked ensembles in the 320 × 320 μm² imaged
fields (Figure 3D). Spiking activities of neurons were highly correlated in the same spontaneous or evoked ensembles, but not in randomized neuron groups (Figure 3E), corroborating previous reports that ensembles are stable and likely arise from the structural and/or functional connections of cortical microcircuits (MacLean et al., 2005; Miller et al., 2014). Because XAV939 treatment regulated neuronal anatomical connections (Fang et al., 2014) and pairwise correlations (Figure 1I), we assessed how it affected ensembles. Although the number of neurons per ensemble was not larger in XAV939 mice (Figure 3F), the numbers of spontaneous and visually evoked ensembles were markedly increased (Figure 3G).

To confirm this result and overcome the variability caused by varying numbers of labeled neurons in different mice, we imaged multiple (3–5) neighboring regions in each mouse (Figure 4A), partitioned each into five 200 × 200 μm² subregions (Figure 4B),
Figure 3. XAV939 Treatment Increases the Number of Stable Neuronal Ensembles

(A) Illustration of a set of common coactive neurons in several mutually correlated high-activity frames.

(B and C) The size thresholds of neuron (B) and frame (C) sets were statistically established as 2 common neurons and 2 high-activity frames. The thresholds were determined to be the values that were higher than 95% of the sizes of all neuron or frame sets identified from 5,000 independent surrogate datasets, in which the active neurons in each frame were shuffled while the total number of spiking events in each neuron was preserved.

(D) Spontaneous and visually evoked core ensembles were mapped. Core ensembles were defined as sets of common neurons ($\geq 3$ cells) that repeatedly ($\geq 3$ high-activity frames) coactivate within a fixed time window (a frame).

(E) Constituent neurons of the same spontaneous or evoked core ensembles were highly correlated in activity. Randomized neuron groups were simulated by randomly exchanging the constituent neurons of core ensembles while preserving the number and size of core ensembles, as well as the participation rate of each neuron in all core ensembles. Avg., average; coef., coefficient.

(F and G) XAV939 treatment did not affect the number of neurons per ensemble but increased the ensemble number. The fractions of core ensembles with varying sizes (F) and numbers of core ensembles (G) were summaries of core ensembles in 320 x 320 $\mu$m$^2$ imaged fields of 12 control mice (spontaneous and evoked activities of 43 and 16 imaged fields, respectively) and 10 XAV939-treated mice (spontaneous and evoked activities of 34 and 14 imaged fields, respectively).

Data are represented as mean ± SEM; **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001; n.s., not significant; Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
and randomly picked five 100-cell subpopulations from the sub-regions (Figure 4C). The ensembles in each subpopulation during 20 min periods were then identified, and their averaged numbers were used to represent the rate of ensemble generation (Figure 4D). Consistent with the results that mapped all ensembles in the whole imaged fields (Figure 3G), XAV939 brains had a significantly increased average numbers of ensembles in the 100-neuron subpopulation. The average value of the core ensemble number (blue dot) was used to represent the level of ensemble generation of the animal. Data are represented as mean ± SD.

(E) XAV939-treated brains generated more spontaneous and evoke core ensembles in the 100-neuron subpopulation. Data are represented as mean ± SEM; **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001; Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

Figure 4. Neuronal Overproduction Increases the Rate of Ensemble Generation

(A) Illustration of 4 neighboring imaged regions in cortical layer 2/3 of V1 of a mouse.
(B and C) Schematic of partitioning the imaged neuronal population into multiple 100-neuron subpopulations (C) within 200 × 200 μm² subregions (B).
(D) Core ensemble numbers of all subpopulations of 4 neighboring imaging regions and their average value. Each open circle represents the core ensemble number in each 100-neuron subpopulation. The average value of the core ensemble number (blue dot) was used to represent the level of ensemble generation of the animal. Data are represented as mean ± SD.

(E) XAV939-treated brains generated more spontaneous and evoke core ensembles in the 100-neuron subpopulation. Data are represented as mean ± SEM; **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001; Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

and randomly picked five 100-cell subpopulations from the sub-regions (Figure 4C). The ensembles in each subpopulation during 20 min periods were then identified, and their averaged numbers were used to represent the rate of ensemble generation (Figure 4D). Consistent with the results that mapped all ensembles in the whole imaged fields (Figure 3G), XAV939 brains had a significantly increased average numbers of ensembles in the 100-neuron subpopulations (Figure 4E). Thus, the increased ensemble number in XAV939 mice was probably due to enhanced pairwise correlations (Figure 1J) and neuronal group coactivations (Figure 2H) rather than an artifact of simply imaging larger neuronal populations. Overall, our findings suggest that neuronal overproduction leads to the generation more functional ensembles.

XAV939 Treatment Enhances Functional Segregation of Ensembles

Because ensembles are likely built from enhanced synaptic connections among coactive neurons (Carrillo-Reid et al., 2016; Sanchez-Vives and McCormick, 2000), the similar functional preference of interconnected neurons (Ko et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2016) predicts that ensembles may be built with
functionally related neurons (Miller et al., 2014). Therefore, ensembles that overlap in constituent neurons could have functional similarity, and one may be able to assess functional integration or segregation of local neural networks by measuring the extent of ensemble overlapping. To this end, we constructed a binary matrix to denote constituent neurons of individual ensembles (Figure 5A), measured the fraction of ensemble pairs that shared neurons (Figure 5B), and quantified the level of overlapping by calculating cosine similarity of pairs of ensemble vectors (Figure 5C). In wild-type control animals, overlapped fractions of visually evoked ensembles were smaller than those of spontaneous ones (Figure 5B), but evoked ensembles exhibited higher average cosine similarity (Figure 5D), indicating stronger clustering in evoked ensembles. Compared to the control brains, ensemble overlapping occurred in smaller fractions of spontaneous and evoked ensembles in XAV939 brains (Figure 5B). Moreover, XAV939 brains exhibited stronger clustering of both spontaneous and evoked ensembles (Figure 5D).

To explore the link between ensemble clustering and functional segregation, we extracted high-activity frames corresponding to each orientated stimulus (Figure 5E), identified 4 groups of orientation-specific evoked ensembles (Figure 5F), and then calculated the cosine similarity between these ensembles (Figure 5F). Although orientation-specific evoked ensembles of the same groups were highly clustered, as shown by the large average cosine similarity, weak clustering was found across different groups (Figures 5F and 5G). Moreover, the ratio of intra- to intergroup clustering was larger than that calculated from surrogate datasets (Figure 5H), indicating that ensemble clustering was associated with functional separation. To validate this, we presented animals with vertical drifting gratings (θ = 90°), rotated the gratings by different angles (Δθ = 20°, 30°, or 90°), and then compared the clustering levels between groups of orientation-specific evoked ensembles (Figure 5I). The ratio of intra- to intergroup clustering increased with differences in orientation (Figure 5J), indicating that the extent of ensemble clustering reflected their functional segregation. Consistent with stronger ensemble clustering (Figures 5B and 5D), XAV939 brains showed higher ratios of intra- to intergroup overlapping of orientation-specific ensembles (Figures 5H and 5J). Thus, XAV939 treatment, which induces neuronal overproduction, also enhances clustering of ensembles and functional segregation of local neural networks.

**XAV939 Treatment Improves Behavioral Orientation Discrimination**

We finally assessed whether XAV939 treatment altered behavioral performance by comparing the orientation discrimination behavior of wild-type animals (n = 8 mice) and XAV939-engineered animals (n = 8 mice). Awake behaving mice were trained on an operant lick-left/lick-right task (Guo et al., 2014) in response to visual cues (drifting vertical or horizontal gratings) and rewarded or punished for correct or incorrect licks, respectively (Figures 6A and 6B; Movie S3). Control and XAV939-engineered animals gradually improved their performance on obtaining a water reward from both left and right licks over days at similar rates (Figures 6E, S3A, and S3D), indicating that potential behavioral deficits in XAV939 mice (Fang et al., 2014) did not influence orientation discrimination during the training phase. After the correct lick rate of each animal reached 80%, we rotated both gratings by the same angles (Δθ = 15°, 20°, or 25°) (Figure 6C). The range of rotation (15°–25°) was estimated from our intragroup/intergroup ratio of ensemble overlapping result (Figure 5J) and from previous studies that measured orientation discriminability of wild-type mice (Andermann et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2012). If mice were able to distinguish the new oriented gratings from the original ones, they were inclined to reject licking; therefore, the correct lick rates declined with increasing orientation deviation (Figures 6F, S3B, and S3F). Furthermore, when only the lick-left cue was rotated (Figure 6D), the rate of correct left licks was significantly reduced (Figure 6G), compared to that of correct right licks (Figures S3C and S3F). In addition, the capability of discriminating unchanged and rotated orientations (discriminability, d’) (Andermann et al., 2010) increased with orientation deviation (Figure 6H). These results indicated that mice were able to discriminate a fine orientation difference (15°–20°) in these behavioral tasks.

XAV939 mice consistently outperformed their wild-type counterparts in detecting finer orientation changes, as shown by a higher reduction of correct lick rates in the two tasks and higher discriminability in task 2 (Figures 6F–6H). The better performance of XAV939 mice should not result from compulsive and repetitive behaviors (Fang et al., 2014), because this was not observed during the tasks (data not shown). Moreover, if XAV939 mice behaved repetitively, they would rather lick the spouts more frequently than reject licking. The marked behavioral difference between groups of wild-type and XAV939-treated mice indicates that XAV939-treated mice, which have more neurons in V1, also have better orientation discrimination capability.

**DISCUSSION**

Here, we find that a manipulation that increases neuronal number also increases functional modularity in the neocortex and perceptual discrimination. Although neurogenesis plays important roles in organizing microcircuitry (Li et al., 2012; Ohtsuki et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2009), a moderate change of neuronal number is often considered functionally insignificant, probably because programmed cell death of immature neurons and elimination of exuberant projections occur extensively during early brain development (Buss et al., 2006; Innocenti and Price, 2005). But our findings show that even a moderate increase (~18%) of neuronal production can substantially enhance the functional clustering of neuronal ensembles (Figure 5) and improves visual discriminability in adulthood (Figure 6). Thus, mild variations in early cortical developmental processes, such as neuronal production and migration, could affect future cortical function, at least in V1. Because circuit wiring principles are highly conserved among brains (Sterling and Laughlin, 2015), our results may have wider implications in the developmental basis of neural circuitry evolution and individuality. Given the denser neuronal packing in primates and varying neuronal density and number among human individuals, our findings can help explain the superior visual acuity in primates compared to nonprimates (Srinivasan et al., 2015) and the
Figure 5. XAV939 Treatment Improves the Functional Segregation of Ensembles

(A) Schematic illustrating the constituent neurons of core ensembles. Some core ensembles overlap in constituent neurons.
(B) XAV939 treatment reduced the proportion of overlapping ensemble pairs. The proportion was smaller in evoked ensembles than in spontaneous ones.
(C) The levels of ensemble overlapping were calculated by the cosine similarity of ensemble vectors. Auto-correlation was set as 0.
(D) XAV939 treatment raised the level of ensemble overlapping. The average cosine similarity of all ensemble pairs was larger in evoked ensembles than in spontaneous ensembles.
(E) An example of clusters of high-activity frames corresponding to visual stimulation of each orientation. White dashed lines separate different groups of high-activity frames. The level of frame correlation was calculated by the cosine similarity of high-activity frame pairs.
(F) An example of the overlapping of orientation-specific evoked core ensembles. White dashed lines separate different groups of core ensembles. The level of ensemble overlapping was calculated by the cosine similarity of core ensemble pairs. Auto-overlapping was set as 0.
(G) Orientation-specific evoked ensembles exhibited high intragroup and low intergroup overlapping. The overlapping levels of orientation-specific ensemble groups were measured by the average cosine similarity of pairs of intra- or intergroup ensembles.
(H) XAV939 treatment elevated the ratio of intra- to intergroup overlapping of orientation-specific evoked ensembles. Surrogates (Surr) were randomized neuron groups in which constituent neurons of evoked ensembles were randomly exchanged, while the number and size of ensembles and the participation rate of each neuron in all ensembles were preserved.
(I) The extent of ensemble overlapping was associated with their functional similarity. Evoked ensembles of similar orientation preference exhibited higher levels of overlapping.
(J) The ratio of intra- to intergroup overlapping of evoked ensembles increased with the orientation difference. Increasing neuronal density significantly enlarged the ratios when the orientation difference was no smaller than 20°.

Data are represented as mean ± SEM; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001; n.s., not significant; Wilcoxon rank-sum test or Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Spon. versus Evoked of control in B and D).
individual differences of visual sensitivity among humans (Song et al., 2013). Furthermore, the correlation between increased number and clustering of ensembles and the improved behavioral performance of XAV939-engineered mice could help explain the increased cognitive capabilities of humans, because their extended neurogenesis period (Lui et al., 2011) could lead to increased number and clustering of neuronal ensembles.

**Effect of Neuronal Production in Regulating Neuronal Ensembles**

Because ensembles are stable groups of neurons (Figure 3E) (Carrillo-Reid et al., 2016; Miller et al., 2014), most observed ensembles are unlikely to be newly formed during the period of imaging and stimulation (~30 min), which was too short for neurons to reconfigure a considerable number of synapses (Yang et al., 2009). More plausible is that the observed ensembles were drawn from an intrinsic ensemble repertoire (lexicon or vocabulary) (Luczak et al., 2009; Miller et al., 2014), selected or imprinted by past cortical development or activity (Carrillo-Reid et al., 2016; Edelman, 1993). This common repertoire may be sampled widely by spontaneous events but specifically recruited by stimuli (Luczak et al., 2009; Miller et al., 2014), resulting in higher clustering of evoked ensembles than spontaneous ones (Figures 5B and 5D). We found that cortices with increased neuronal production exhibited similar orientation selectivity of individual neurons to wild-type cortices (Figure 1I), suggesting their ability in receiving visual inputs did not substantially differ. Therefore, the larger number of ensembles in XAV939 brains may result from an increase in the size and/or sampling or recruitment of this intrinsic ensemble repertoire, both of which probably emerge from changes of neuronal connectivity that could be
reflected by altered pairwise correlations (Figure 1J) and increased neuronal group coactivation (Figure 2H). In addition, the larger differences among ensembles in XAV939 animals could reflect a larger multidimensional space for the population dynamics to occupy.

**Potential Circuit Mechanisms**

We provide evidence that a manipulation of increasing neuronal numbers in the visual cortex also leads to increased neuronal ensembles and perceptual discrimination, but the exact mechanisms are not elucidated in the present study. Although XAV939 injections likely have many effects on the circuit, we suspect that neuronal overproduction could be the main reason that XAV939 injections alter functional circuits. Because neuronal overproduction did not substantially affect the spiking rates (Figure 1H) or functional properties of individual neurons, e.g., orientation selectivity (Figure 1I), the altered ensemble number may be due to changes in the correlated activation of neurons. As reported, XAV939 injections lead to a higher density of mature spines and higher amplitude of spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic currents (Fang et al., 2014), both of which could reflect stronger synaptic connectivity. Because the strength of synaptic connections mirrors the pairwise correlation and orientation tuning similarity of neurons (Cossell et al., 2015; Ko et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2016), neuronal overproduction might therefore increase ensemble number by increasing synaptic connection and strength. Moreover, after XAV939 injections, more interneurons are recruited to layer 2/3 and stronger spontaneous inhibitory postsynaptic currents are found in layer 2/3 excitatory neurons (Fang et al., 2014). This elevated inhibition could enhance the synchronization of connected neurons (Bush and Sejnowski, 1996) and secondarily increase the number of ensembles, by orthogonalizing and separating them in a multidimensional space (Agetsuma et al., 2017) (Figure 3E). In addition to alterations in synaptic connections and inhibition of local networks, global factors, such as astrocytes (Poskanzer and Yuste, 2011, 2016) or internal brain states (Poulet and Petersen, 2008), that modulate neuronal correlation and synchrony may indirectly contribute to the increased ensemble number in neuron-overproduced brains. Although we did not dissect the potential contributions of each possible factor in the regulation of ensemble number, based on our evidence, we favor the hypothesis that neuronal overproduction could be a starting point to induce the various anatomical and physiological alterations that eventually generate more ensembles.

**Link between Neuronal Ensemble Organization and Behavior**

Finally, neuronal ensemble activity and reactivation in different brain regions have been linked to behaviors, such as memory and decision-making tasks (Cai et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2012; Malvache et al., 2016; Siniscalchi et al., 2016; Zagha et al., 2015). Yet it is unclear how alteration of ensemble organization influences or reflects the changes of behavioral preference and consistency. Although we did not directly show that altering ensemble organization elicits behavioral changes, we favor the hypothesis that ensemble organization in V1 is functionally linked to orientation discrimination behavior for 3 reasons. First, ensemble clustering is associated with functional segregation of orientation preference (Figure 5). Second, ensemble clustering (Figure 5J) and orientation discriminability (Figure 6H) both increase with orientation difference in a visual stimulation task. Third, the same manipulation (neuronal production) concomitantly increases ensemble clustering (Figure 5) and improves orientation discriminability (Figures 6F–6H) in XAV939-engineered mice. Our findings collectively raise the challenge to elucidate the causation between activity of emergent functional states of neural circuits, such as ensembles, and behavior.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

Further details and an outline of resources used in this work can be found in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

**Animals**

All experimental procedures were approved and carried out in accordance with Columbia University institutional animal care guidelines. Imaging and behavioral experiments were conducted on naive (not exposed to any experiment or training) CD-1 mice of both sexes age P40–P120.

**Visual Stimulation**

Visual stimuli were generated using the MATLAB Psychophysics Toolbox (MathWorks) and displayed on a liquid crystal display (LCD) monitor (19 inches, 60 Hz refresh rate, Dell) positioned 15 cm from the right eye, roughly at 45° to the long axis of the animal. Sinusoidal gratings (100% contrast, 0.035 cycles per degree, 2 cycles/s) drifting in 8 directions in random orders were presented for 4 s, followed by 4 s of mean luminescence gray screen (15–20 repetitions). The sequences of gratings played in MATLAB were synchronized with image acquisition using the Sutter software (Mscan, Sutter Instrument).

**Orientation Discrimination Behavioral Test**

After attaching a titanium head plate to the skull, the mice were allowed to recover for 3 days in their home cages and get accustomed to experimenter handling. They were then water deprived during the entire experiment. The entire experiment consisted of three phases — habituation (1–2 weeks), training (3–5 weeks), and testing (1 week)— and was conducted in a black box to preclude environmental interference. Visual stimulation and paired reward and punishment were automatically controlled by custom-written MATLAB (MathWorks) and Arduino IDE (Arduino) codes.

**Two-Photon Calcium Imaging**

Before imaging, the cranial window was sealed with 1.5%–1.6% agarose and then secured by a glass coverslip. At the time of imaging, light anesthesia (body temperature of ~37.5°C, heart rate of 340–480 beats/min, respiration rate of 90–110 breaths/min, and oxygen saturation of 97.5%) was maintained by isoflurane (0.8%–1%). The activity of cortical neurons was monitored by imaging fluorescence with a two-photon microscope (Movable Objective Microscope, Sutter Instrument) and a mode-locked-dissipative-precompensated Ti:Sapphire laser (Chameleon Vision II, Coherent) at 880 nm (for OGB1), 940 nm (for GCaMP6s), or 1,040 nm (for Sulforhodamine 101) through a 20x (0.95 numerical aperture [NA], Olympus) or 25x (1.05 NA, Olympus) water immersion objective. The fluorescence signal was detected with a photomultiplier tube (PMT, Hamamatsu), followed by a low-noise amplifier (Stanford Research Systems). Scanning and image acquisition were controlled by Sutter software (4.07 frames/s for 512 × 512 pixels, Mscan, Sutter Instrument).

**Neuronal Counts**

Neuronal counts were assessed blindly to the phenotype of the animals with automatic software algorithms (Celltrac 2.0) that identified each cell body, using the same parameters for both XAV939-treated and control animals. Neuronal density was measured by counting the number of OGB1-positive neurons in 250 × 250 μm² regions.
Analysis of Orientation Selectivity and Preference

The responses (ΔF/Δt) to each grating stimulus from 15 to 20 trials were averaged to obtain orientation tuning curves (plots polar). Orientation selectivity was 1 – CV = \[ \sum R_i \exp(2i\theta) / \sum R_i \] and direction selectivity was 1 – direction circular variance (DCV) = \[ \sum R_i \exp(i\theta) / \sum R_i \] where CV is the circular variance, Ri is the response to each orientation (k = 1–8), i is the imaginary unit, and \( \theta \) is the orientation angle in radians (k = 1) to 4. Neurons with OSI ≥ 0.2 were determined to be orientation selective. Their preferred orientation was determined as the orientation that invoked the highest response.

Core Ensemble Identification

Neuronal ensembles were generally considered to be groups of neurons recurrently exhibiting synchronous and/or sequential coherent activity patterns. In this study, we searched for sets of common neurons (≥3 neurons) that were repeatedly co-active in ≥3 mutually correlated high-activity frames. To identify orientation-specific evoked ensembles, we extracted 4 groups of frames that corresponded to each oriented grating stimulation and used the same ensemble searching and filtering algorithm for each group of frames.

Statistical Analysis

To determine statistical significances, we used Student’s t test for comparing neuronal densities of 2 groups of mice (control versus XAV939), nonparametric Wilcoxon rank-sum test for values of non-Gaussian distributions (e.g., spiking rates, pairwise correlation coefficients, ensemble numbers, and overlapping ratios) of 2 groups of mice (control versus XAV939) or between observed and surrogate datasets, and nonparametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test paired values of 2 conditions of the same group of mice (spontaneous versus evoked). Statistical tests were performed with MATLAB (MathWorks). All data in bar graphs represent mean ± SEM unless otherwise indicated. The level of significance was set at p < 0.05.
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